






















CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter presents background, formulation of the research,

research objectives and the significance of research.

A. Background

Indonesia is a country with many cultures and languages. Every tribes in

Indonesia also have different languages and used to communicating with

other to beginning the topic of conversation and give an opinion. Language in

communication is a tool for communicate between two or more people.

According to Muhassin (2006) relationship between language and society

cannot be separated. The science that studies the relationship between

language and society is called sociolinguistics. Sociolinguistics is learning to

discuss how language is used in society ( p.144-159). Not infrequently, we

hear people communicate more than one language, one of which is the ability

of people who master more than 1 language we might call it bilingualism, like

Rivaldi Fatah or we also known as RRQ R7, The Pro- Player of Mobile

Legends Professional League (MPL) on his channel.

Bilingualism is a person's ability to master more than one language,

someone tends to mix up one language to another language. One thing that

can be called code mixing as the time when that person uses and mix one or

more codes or language. According to Mayerhoff (2006), code mixing on

generally refers to alternation between varieties, or codes, in clauses or

phrases (p. 120). In other words the speaker uses it interchangeably between

one code with other codes, they mix some or more of the code of a language

in clauses, phrases, sentences, speaking and also writing. Because that's more

than one code use can occur directly or indirectly, This is very rare because

the language does not match the language the. Therefore, the speaker must



use a different language. According to Mersi Ugot (2010), Bentahila and

Davies in Ugot, on the other hand is the random alternation of two languages

in a sentence (p. 29). In other words, there are other words that enter into a

sentence or code, when speakers speak a language and then use a few mix of

other languages. Subsequently, Other languages can be either words or

phrases. Because it is a language mix between two languages, but the other

language is more prominent or dominant than the other.

Code mixing is the transition from one language to another same. This

means when there is a condition where part of one language is converted to

other languages, then combined in one utterance, both spoken and written.

Therefore, the passages come from different languages, and each part

maintains the original function and accessibility of the language, making it

easy to understand and communicate. Code mixing can also be done

indirectly, as used in social media. Social media as a platform or information

gathering facilitates interaction and communication in the network. Like

Facebook, Instagram and Youtube. In this case, Youtube is one of the

platforms where code mixing was happened on channel R7 Tatsumaki

(Rivaldi Fatah).

Rivaldi Fatah was born in Bandung, West Java on October 6, 1998,

Rivaldi's own religion is Islam, he also works as an E-sports Athlete,

Streamers, Gamers. RRQ R7 is his stage name because he joined in division

MPL (Mobile Legends Professional League) season 4, he took on the role as

Offlaner or Exp lane role in mobile legends game, Offlaner role himself is very

important to break the defense of the opposing team and he is considered

able by RRQ Hoshi who is in need an Offlaner in the Mobile legends divisions,

he was also given the nickname as the strongest and most prominent Offlaner

was when he took on the role of a fighter in the Offlaner role, he made a video

demonstrating how to play using one of the heroes in mobile legends namely

Yu Zhong while showing the beauty of the Collector hero’s skin, Blood

Serpent of Yu Zhong, The researcher is interested to make a research of the



language that he use when doing tutorials how to play using hero Yu Zhong,

Because RRQ R7 mentions words that have code-mixing elements in the

content YouTube. Therefore, the researcher focus on the combination of

language codes Indonesian - English in tutorial video by Rivaldi Fatah on his

YouTube Channel R7 tatsumaki, taken from the video entitled “ Tutorial Yu

Zhong skill 1 & 3! Dijamin Jago Yu Zhong”. From the previous described

background, code mixing is a language mixing between 2 languages, the

researcher focused on analyzing types and levels using code mixing in video

channels Youtube R7 Tatsumaki gameplay tutorial. Language characters in

tutorial videos, The dominant gameplay of R7 Tatsumaki used Indonesian

and English.

B. Formulation of the research

1. What types and levels of code mixing in Rivaldi Fatah’s gameplay using Yu

Zhong in his YouTube?

2. What are the dominants types of the research?

C. The objectives

The researcher compiled the objectives of research, they are :

1. To find.the types and levels of code mixing used in the Yu Zhong hero

character gameplay tutorial by Rivaldi Fatah’s video on Youtube Channel

R7 Tatsumaki.

2. To find the dominant types of the research.

D.The significance of research

The significance of this.research is divided .into theoretical.and practical,

as.follows:

1. Practically

a. The researcher himself

Teacher can take advantage of the concept of mixing to carry out the

teaching process and make YouTube a supporting medium.



b. For.Students

Researcher analyzed code.mixing.in R7 Tatsumaki gameplay tutorial

videos,.which.students.can.understand.and.apply.directly.to.their.daily.live,

They.can.also.improve.their.English skills through.Youtube.

c. For.Other.Researchers

Other researcher can used the result as reference, idea for makes another

research, concept of the other research with same idea.

d. For.Readers

Readers can learn about code mixing types and levels so they know how

to practice it with necessary.
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